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'TERRIFIC' - Daily Mail'ONE OF THE UNDISPUTED GREATS' - Sun'ENGAGING, HONEST
AND UNSENTIMENTAL . . . RIVETING' - David Walsh, The Sunday Times'Why me? How could
a boy from a Copenhagen tower block say I want to be a champion with Manchester United and
Denmark and make it happen?'Peter Schmeichel is a giant of football, who won more Premier
League titles (five) than any player in his position and captained Manchester United in the
incomparable, last-gasp Treble-clinching win over Bayern Munich in the 1999 Champions
League final. 'I don't believe a better goalkeeper played the game,' Sir Alex Ferguson said. One:
My Autobiography is Schmeichel's story.In it, he takes us inside the remarkable, winning
environment of a club that transformed football during the 1990s, and on to the pitch on that
crazy, breathless night in Barcelona in 1999. From Ferguson's unique gifts to Eric Cantona's
unique personality, he delivers a close-up and insightful portrait of United's golden era.However,
One: My Autobiography goes way beyond the pitch.Schmeichel has an incredible family story to
tell, starting with his father, Antoni, a brilliant Polish jazz musician who battled demons and for
years kept a momentous secret from those around him. And he explores what he has been able
to pass on to his own son, Kasper - himself a Premier League-winning goalkeeper and number
one in the Danish national side.Peter's life after football, seldom straightforward, is described
with astonishing candour. One: My Autobiography is about football, origins, journeys and legacy.
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2Forewordby Eric CantonaWe had just won the FA Cup final against Liverpool in 1996. After the



match the club organised a big dinner at a hotel to celebrate the victory. We had a few beers,
which were well deserved after winning the Double again. There was a band – with a pianist and
a trumpet player – providing music for the event. Peter can play the piano very well, and I had
started learning the trumpet during my suspension for the famous kung fu kick. So we asked if
we could play with them. They agreed, no doubt curious to see how we were going to do.Peter
sat down at the piano and I picked up the trumpet. The drummer accompanied us, and the 100
people in our audience (players, families and friends) dutifully listened (they were very polite). I
remember Peter playing very well, but I also remember that I did too. That must have been the
effect of the alcohol – like when you’re drunk and you feel you can speak good Russian in Russia
– because in reality I am as bad as Peter is accomplished. But there is something that strikes me
about that moment: is it better to remember yourself as being good when you were bad, or as
being bad when you were good? My overriding memory is of feeling very free – and that’s more
than enough for me.Peter was a great companion – not just in that musical moment, but
throughout my years at Manchester United. When we played away from home the team would
leave the day before and spend the night in a hotel. Peter and I would share. People tell me that
nowadays players have their own rooms with a massive bed. How times have changed. Back
then, it was the two of us in one room: the giant that is Peter (6 ft 4 in) and me (6 ft 2 in) in two
narrow single beds. It was a bit cramped, but we still managed to move mountains together with
our friends for United.Peter is a born leader. He has the gift of being able to put everyone at ease
and a natural authority that makes him respected on and off the field. On the pitch, as a
goalkeeper, he was the last line of defence. In front he had ten team-mates to protect him and I
can tell you that if one of them wasn’t putting the effort in, Peter was there, standing over him,
yelling in his face – and more often than not the team-mate in question would remember his
message for months and years to come. I was on the receiving end once, so I know what I’m
talking about, and I couldn’t say anything back because Peter was right a thousand times over.
That is how you win the respect of others. Screaming and shouting, yes – but only when it is
necessary, when it is for the right cause and the right reasons.Peter was also the first goalkeeper
to come out of his goal and confront an opponent the way a handball goalkeeper does. Without
diving, standing tall, stretching out his arms and legs to spread himself as much as possible.
Today all goalkeepers do that, but Peter was the first. Just as Antonín Panenka has a penalty
named after him, we should call this move a ‘Peter Schmeichel’.A bientôt, mon
ami.PrefaceWhen you love something, give your life to something, it has to have some kind of
meaning. Because if not, then what? I guess this is a book about the why, and so much of what I
want to say was shown to the world at Parken Stadium, Copenhagen, on 17 June
2021.Denmark were playing Belgium in Group B at Euro 2020, five days after Christian Eriksen’s
cardiac arrest in their opening game of the tournament, against Finland. Those moments when
Christian lay lifeless on the grass, as doctors worked on his chest and the Danish team formed a
protective circle round him, were my hardest experience in football.My son was in that circle. His
friend was the body on the grass. I was at the Parken, working for Denmark’s state broadcaster,



DR, and I couldn’t help but look at Kasper and think of my boy, of what he was going through.
What if it had happened to him?I was also full of thoughts about Christian, his partner, Sabrina,
and his family. How could the fittest of players, the guy who always ran the most in the side, have
suffered this?Why?The feelings were still overwhelming – I think for all Danes – when our team
returned to Parken Stadium to face the Belgians. So many windows in Copenhagen displayed
Danish flags carrying the words ‘Eriksen 10’ and, driving to the game, the sight was beautiful.
The national anthem was raw and charged with power, and energy surged through Denmark
from the first whistle. Yussuf Poulsen scored in the second minute and the celebrations – I
cannot remember emotion like that ever. Nothing close. And I include the Nou Camp,
1999.There were only 25,000 people in the Parken, but there I was, looking at the players,
seeing the fans, hearing the noise and letting the same feelings pour out from inside myself. It
was this incredible release of everything that had accumulated over all the days and hours since
Christian’s collapse. And from that moment football was important to everyone again.Denmark
lost to Belgium, but that didn’t matter. Our players continued playing with energy and passion
and quality and so much strength deep inside. And kept doing so, all the way to the last second
of extra time when losing in the semi-finals to England. At Wembley in that game, Kasper gave
one of the great goalkeeping performances in a tournament. My son and his team, our Denmark
team, showed the world at Euro 2020 that it is okay for football to mean something, in fact that it
has to be meaningful – otherwise why love it, why watch it, why risk your life doing it like their
mate Christian did?They played with meaning, and if life is like a long, free piano piece, that’s
how it should be played – with meaning. In mine, I have always started with the why. I tend to run
on instinct, passion. When I do something there has to be a reason. I need the fuel of meaning.I
found meaning at Manchester United. The club was always more than a workplace to me. It was
my childhood dream, the one I loved from afar growing up as a football-mad kid in a far-off
country – and from the moment I got there, I was in an environment where I felt at home.The
playing traditions of United and the boldness of Sir Alex Ferguson fitted the footballer I wanted to
be – an attacking goalkeeper – and at United I found myself surrounded by people with mindsets
the same as my own. Part of the mental make-up we shared was living in the now and giving
everything in the moment. The attitude at United was that you moved on. On to the next game,
the next challenge, the next trophy, the next season.We would move on during games: concede
a goal and blank it out of our minds, focus on our next attack. The manager would move on.
Despite the myths, Fergie was never one for inquests in the dressing room. Yes, his hairdryer
could blow a gale, but the gusts never lasted. After a match he said what needed saying, then
sent us off for our bath and hardly spoke about the game again. It was all about moving on to the
next match.Move on. It is a character trait of mine, an impulse engraved in my personality. It was
me at twenty-seven when, laden with luggage, I just went straight from Manchester Airport to the
Cliff for my first United training session in 1991. It was me at seven, when I was a restless kid
haring around a concrete housing estate on the edge of Copenhagen in 1970. It is me at fifty-
seven, in 2021: Peter Schmeichel, ex-footballer but still seeking out challenges and reasons to



keep on the go.So, why write this book?Why would a person who likes moving on want to look
back? Retracing my life for these pages in your hand did not always feel natural but it did feel
necessary, for it is thirty years since I signed for United and changed my life by doing so, and it
was time to take stock. In middle age you reflect. Why me? Why did I end up doing what I did,
becoming who I am? In my specific case, I ask, ‘How could I have had all those dreams of
United when I was that restless Copenhagen kid, and end up lifting the European Cup as
United’s captain?’ I wanted to take that journey back into myself, to try and understand.There is
another reason. This is not my first autobiography. I published one in 1999 but I have lived so
much life since then and it was one of those cheap and cheerful footballer books that players of
my era knocked out quickly, without giving it any great detail or depth.I understand, now, that
your life story is a big thing. It is one of the few things on this earth that are truly precious and
yours. And so this time I wanted to do it properly, I wanted this to be the one. This book. One.And
you know what? All the looking back wasn’t so bad. I learned that sometimes nostalgia can be
okay. While writing this, I re-watched old games, read accounts of old seasons, even
reconnected with some old team-mates and friends, and found the experience, overall,
enriching.This is my family’s story too. It felt important to tell it, and once you read the second
chapter you should get my meaning. So, I’m going to take you to the pitch, to Old Trafford, to the
Nou Camp, to Wembley, to the Stadio delle Alpi. But I am also going to take you to a restaurant
in Tivoli Gardens where a father tinkled a piano to please the diners with some jazz while his
son, fresh from football practice, waited in the corner for his lift home. Dad – and me.Sometimes
nostalgia is okay. Sometimes looking back can even help you move on. Life can only be
understood backwards, Søren Kierkegaard said, but it must be lived forwards.Peter
SchmeichelCopenhagen, July 20211Risk modeFor national service, I was a fireman for the
Danish land army, so I know about emergency drills. And we were right in the middle of ours:
Manchester United, at the Nou Camp, 1999, with eleven minutes and ten seconds to go.We had
switched. Without panic or instruction from the manager, we had flipped to what I always thought
of as our ‘risk mode’. To a mentality like the educated gambler who goes all-in. We would invest
everything to get back in this game.In risk mode you take all the normal game elements away.
You stop caring about formation and tactical convention. You do not worry what it looks like; you
ignore the chance the opposition might score again and embarrass you. You shut out negatives;
every pass, movement, action is a positive one. You put strikers on, you throw defenders
forward. Sometimes goalkeepers too. There is nothing you won’t put on the line.Risk mode
became our routine in 1999. Against Arsenal, Liverpool, Charlton, Juventus and Inter Milan we
scored late, broke hearts, won from the brink. There was a method we followed when we were
chasing games, although with precisely eleven minutes and ten seconds to go at the Nou Camp,
things did not look so good. In that moment, the football was floating over my head and into the
open goal behind me – it seemed.It was chipped by Bayern Munich’s substitute, Mehmet Scholl,
a player with top quality. As I jumped, left arm fully stretched, white glove reaching high, I knew
he had struck the perfect up-and-down; his effort had the correct weight for the ball to drop



under the crossbar. I twisted in mid-air to land facing my goal and watched.Bayern were hard
enough to crack when protecting the one-goal lead they had held from the sixth minute. If they
went 2–0 up, this Champions League final was theirs. And down the ball dropped, towards my
goal.Now, I could make this dramatic. I could pretend there were all sorts of thoughts and
feelings inside. My situation: Peter Schmeichel. Last game for Manchester United. Captain on
the night. Champions League final, playing for a trophy that had become my obsession.Playing
for the club I had loved since being a little Danish boy with Lou Macari and Gordon Hill on the
wall of his bedroom in a block of flats on the edge of 1970s Copenhagen.Thirty-five years old.
No clue where the career was heading after this match. No club to go to and no firm plan, just a
removal lorry booked to take all the Schmeichel family stuff back from a house in Bramhall to
wherever.Two kids, Kasper and Cecilie, both sitting somewhere among the 90,000 people in this
stadium’s steep, curved tribunes. Manager, Alex Ferguson, who at half-time gave one of the
great team-talk lines: ‘At the end of this game the European Cup will be six feet away, and you’ll
not even be able to touch it if we lose.’I could say all this was going through my head, but the
truth is none of it was. Nothing was. I never allowed myself to have sentimental feelings; not in
my football career. How could they help with winning? And, letting any other factors enter your
thinking – that is not how risk mode works. It’s about investing everything into the comeback,
mentally, physically, positionally, decisions-wise, and the second you go off track you lose. So,
you don’t think. You do.Now, Scholl’s chip is over me and I am watching the ball come down. I
know it could go wide, hit the post or creep in, but I do not prepare for this last possibility. Watch
the footage; you will see, as the ball drops, I am actually half-turned, ready to get it upfield and
start another attack – when it bounces off the post, into the ground and up into my gloves.The
moment I catch the ball Jaap Stam is turning to face upfield and Ryan Giggs, Dwight Yorke and
Teddy Sheringham are already on the move, expecting me to find them with a kick or throw. They
are in risk mode too. All of us have been in this mindset most of the second half. Six minutes
after Scholl’s chip, Carsten Jancker crashed an overhead kick against my bar and this might
sound silly, even arrogant, but I was not in the slightest bit rattled. I knew it was not going in. All
my experience told me it wasn’t.That’s risk mode. That’s the mentality. Nothing can hurt me.Risk
mode had started long before the 1999 team came together. Giggsy, Denis Irwin and me, we
had been around long enough to remember coming back to beat Sheffield Wednesday in 1993,
when Steve Bruce, with his grin and his head, scored in the eighty-sixth and ninety-sixth minutes
to give birth to the phrase ‘Fergie Time’. Over the following years the risk mindset grew. Fergie
was a risk-taker; I really liked that aspect about him. He would take defenders off, put an extra
striker in, stick Giggs at left back, throw Brucey and Gary Pallister up top. It would create an
electric wave through the team, an awakening: Now we have to do this. We were comfortable in
taking all those chances and gambles because we knew it came from him.In the Nou Camp we
began taking risks quite early. There was a moment, around sixty-five minutes, when Jaap Stam
intercepted the ball deep in our half, laid it off to David Beckham and just kept running, over the
halfway line and deep into Bayern territory. A minute later, Teddy came on for Jesper Blomqvist,



giving us not only a third striker but a magnificent header of the ball, who we could start playing
up to. Then our gambling increased. Dwight Yorke went close with a header, Andy Cole tried
scoring with an overhead kick, Denis and Gary Neville began pushing right up high, and I was
sprinting to take goal kicks and bowling the ball out from hand as fast as I could. You could feel
the dynamics of the game shifting. Those Bayern chances meant nothing because we accepted
that giving chances away was the price to pay for the chances we were taking ourselves.The first
little crack in Bayern was Lothar Matthäus’s substitution. Matthäus will forever be criticised for
coming off in that final, but he was thirty-eight and he was tired; you could see that on the pitch.
We had exhausted him. But he was Bayern’s most vocal presence, the one who organised their
defence, especially at set pieces. Removing him added to the chaos we created.Ole Gunnar
Solskjær came on for us, seriously annoyed. He was narked by the manager putting Teddy on
first. Ole had thought, Twenty minutes to go and he’s making a substitution . . . those are my
twenty minutes. Still, what I saw when I watched Ole run on to the field looked good for us. You
could see purpose, a certain sharpness in his stride.Ole worked Oliver Kahn with his very first
touch, a header. Then Teddy could not quite wrap his foot around the shot when Ole set him up
with a back heel. Yorkey had a couple of near misses, one after a pass from Gary Neville who,
like Denis, was now more winger than full back, advanced impossibly high.We understood
precisely the risks and rewards of what we were doing. Get up there, get the ball flying around
their area, and we had Yorkey, Ryan, Teddy and now Ole, with his incredible nose for being in
the right place. If they headed it out, we had midfielders on the edge of their area who could fire
the ball back towards their goal. The more we pushed up, the more they would be pushed back –
meaning we could defend with fewer men and push up even further, a vicious circle for them.
There was a psychological element. We knew we had created a reputation for late goals and that
when we pushed at an opponent this would play on their minds. If they had a breakaway, fine.
Come and shoot, I would think, because you’ll just be giving us back the ball. Does that sound
crazy? I don’t know. But in risk mode, you can only allow yourself to think about positive
outcomes.Like us, Bayern came into the game trying to win a Treble. Their coach, Ottmar
Hitzfeld, had outmanoeuvred us with Borussia Dortmund back in 1997. This time, Bayern were
the only team we had faced all season and been unable to beat – drawing with them twice in the
group stage. They were awkward to play against: good structure, well led. You looked at them in
the tunnel: Matthäus, Stefan Effenberg, Mario Basler, Oli Kahn. Fantastic players. Then they
lined up and it was in a way that was going to make things difficult for us: five in defence, four in
midfield and only Carsten Jancker up front – a clever move by Hitzfeld, this back five and the
midfield protection limiting space for Coley and Yorkey.In the build-up, Fergie had kept things
light. Our training session at the Nou Camp the previous evening was probably the most relaxed
one we ever had. We did his favourite exercise, a possession game he called ‘boxes’, and he
even took part himself, full of joking. The entire preparation was about keeping people happy
and relaxed; we did very little tactical work and his team talk, made at the hotel in Sitges before
we left for the stadium, was short. It was fifteen minutes of reinforcing our own strengths, telling



us how proud he was, telling us this is the best trophy to win: go and win it.Yet when you played
for Fergie for a few years, you got to know all his little giveaways. I knew he was nowhere near as
relaxed as he seemed. When he went around whistling and humming, in an apparently easy
mood, that often meant he was nervous and covering it up. You almost preferred hearing him
coming round the corner making his other sounds, the coughing and clearing his throat. Those
were a sure sign he was agitated – but at least you knew where you stood.There was a lot of
whistling and humming and faked easiness around the hotel in Sitges. Watching him closely, I
could see that, going into that final, he was probably more nervous than he had ever been for a
game of football. The half-time speech about almost touching the trophy – that was about him as
much as it was about us. He was in his thirteenth year at Manchester United, his twenty-fifth as a
manager, and his ultimate ambition was to win the Champions League. With forty-five minutes to
go, but 1–0 down, he had never been closer and yet further away.Two questions were on our
minds going into the game. The first concerned the pitch. It was the talk of the bus on the way
back from practice at the Nou Camp. The surface was incredibly firm, gym-hall hard, the kind
where you have to take extra care with your touches. How would it affect the game? The other
question was: how would we play in midfield? With Roy Keane and Paul Scholes suspended, the
manager had lined up with David Beckham and Nicky Butt in the middle in training, so you could
guess what the plan might be. Ryan was disappointed. He was right to be.When Fergie revealed
the starting XI, it was indeed with a central midfield of Becks and Butty. Jesper Blomqvist was on
the left and Ryan would have to play on the right. There are a couple of ways in which Fergie got
a bit lucky in the final, and team selection is one. Ryan would have been better in the middle and
David in his normal spot on the right. Although David played well in the centre, keeping going
with that incredible work rate of his, Ryan would have done just as well there, and the biggest
single problem we had in the match was that we had to do without David’s crosses.Yorkey has
called David the most underrated player, which given David’s fame might sound odd, but I know
exactly what Dwight means. The quality of David’s delivery cannot be overstated. It was just
remarkable. The game has never seen crossing like that, before or since. Anyone who regards
David as just the pretty boy does not know their football.Coley and Yorkey lived off David’s
delivery and without it, plus the fact Ryan could not provide many crosses because he kept
having to come inside, there was nothing for the strikers. Clever side that Bayern were, they kept
forcing us through the middle, where they had packed the pitch. At set pieces and corners,
initially they organised us off the park. They even incorporated the surface into their thinking:
knowing back passes would bobble on the hard ground, they had Jancker following the ball in
every time it came back to me. From the first whistle we seemed nervous and insecure
everywhere, and then came their goal. Jancker bought a free kick and what happened next is
the kind of thing you get blamed for by people who know nothing about goalkeeping. Most
people, in other words.The UEFA Pro Licence involves independent study on a topic of choice
which you present to the group. I did my licence at St George’s Park and my topic was direct free
kicks. There is a Danish system used for ball-tracking in golf called TrackMan which is moving



into football and accumulating data on free kicks. I used that data for my study and found
something fascinating, which is that, statistically speaking, the perfect free kick travels for
precisely one second, no matter from where or with which technique it is struck. What does that
mean for the goalkeeper? They have one second to do three things – react, move, save – and
the bigger they can make their reaction time, the better they will be able to execute the other two.
So, if you are taking a free kick, your principal thought should be ‘How do I limit their keeper’s
reaction time? How do I stop them seeing the ball until late?’I finished my Pro Licence
presentation with the goal scored against me at the Nou Camp. Basler, from the edge of my box,
and to the right of my goal, curled it low round the wall into the left corner of my net as I stood,
flat-footed. I looked the fool – but I only looked the fool in old-school thinking. A goalkeeper can’t
be beaten like that, blah blah. Ron Atkinson babbled on about it in the ITV commentary.But what
did Bayern do? This was before the rule change that now prevents the attacking team attaching
players to the defensive wall. As Basler lined up his kick, Jancker strolled over to our wall, tailed
by Jaap, and Markus Babbel shoved himself onto the end of the wall, shrugging off Butty’s
attempts to jostle him away. From having the four-man wall I had asked for and carefully
organised, suddenly there were four extra players around its edges, all affecting my view of the
ball. Babbel blocked my sightline completely and I had to crouch and step to my right to see the
ball. As I did so, Babbel spun and ducked, and Basler curled the ball exactly where I had
originally stood. I did look silly, but it was a clever, coordinated free-kick routine – and that’s
goalkeeping. So much is not about the big stuff like eye-catching saves, but about the little
details like positioning or having your weight on the right foot. You accept certain things that
come with the territory: such as, when you look bad you can look very bad. To the uneducated
eye, at least.Did Basler’s goal play on my mind? Not even for a second. Goals never did, nor
mistakes – not during games. Analysing was for afterwards. In the moment, I was good at putting
stuff out of my mind, and it’s a bit like my approach to living: what’s the point of dwelling on the
past? Life must be lived moving forward – Kierkegaard had the right mindset for
goalkeeping.Long before half-time I was thinking, Let’s get this to the break and regroup. Bayern
were shutting us out. Every part of our game was a struggle. It was clear we would have to
change something, and at half-time, for the first time all week, Fergie bared his teeth. His speech
about the beautiful trophy, the one we had strived our whole lives for, that we should take a good
look at on our way back out because, the way we were playing, we weren’t going to get
anywhere near touching – it hit home. Yet he did not make the tactical changes we needed and
when his first substitution involved sending on Teddy not Ole, it seemed weird. Why wouldn’t you
put on Ole in the situation we faced?Whatever was in his mind, he got those substitutions right.
One way of telling the story of the game would be that Fergie chose the wrong midfield, then
changed everything, a little by accident, with his substitutions. But who cares what his intentions
were? I don’t. If he had picked the perfect team and put on a tactical masterclass to beat Bayern
3–0, we wouldn’t have won the Treble the unforgettable way we did. And isn’t the way it worked
for us a mirror of life: that nothing’s perfect, but by trial and error you can work it out?How did we



crack Bayern, then?Everyone knows that it was Teddy who equalised, thirty-four seconds into
stoppage time. But who won the corner, do you remember? We won a corner kick on the left
thanks to one of our players overlapping and playing a left-footed cross from a left-winger’s
position: who?Nope.Still no.I’ll tell you. Gary Neville.Our right full back, maybe our most
obedient, least free-spirited player, Gary Neville – yes, Gary Neville – won a corner by popping
up on the byeline, on the left wing. That is risk mode. It may be the only time in his whole career
that Gary found himself with the ball by the left corner flag, but in risk mode you go where the
game leads you. Gary had sprinted over to the left to launch one of his throw-ins into their box,
then stayed out on the flank in case Bayern cleared and possession was recycled his way.All
Gary was thinking about was the positives. If Bayern had counterattacked and scored because
he was so chronically out of position, it would have been game over and he would have been
forever blamed. But risk mode involved not worrying about the chance of humiliation, and that is
why, as David placed the ball on the corner-kick spot, I came charging all the way from my
penalty box into theirs. I had a thing going with Fergie’s No 2s – first Brian Kidd, then Steve
McClaren – where I would shout to the bench and they would indicate when ninety minutes were
gone. I knew we were in stoppage time because Steve had already made the crossed-wrists
sign. I knew it was now or never.My final moments as a Manchester United player might easily
have involved embarrassment. Imagine Bayern had cleared David’s corner, gone up our end and
scored into an empty goal, with me stranded upfield. I would be the guy whose last act for United
was conceding a comedy goal. But when I went up for that corner I had no consideration for
anything except getting into their box and creating havoc – just havoc and confusion.
Throughout, Bayern had been so well organised that even in those few situations where we
could benefit from one of David’s deliveries – free kicks and corners – they had us under control,
marked to a T. I wanted to break up that organisation. You’ve dealt with everything, but let’s see if
you can deal with me.Not ‘deal with me’ in the sense that I was likely to score. I mean, I did end
my career with one of the better scoring records for a goalkeeper. I managed eleven goals for
club and country. That is only one fewer than the career totals of Gary Neville and Jamie
Carragher combined. In my very first year as a senior player with Gladsaxe-Hero I scored a goal,
a header at a free kick, that made the difference in us avoiding relegation at the end of the
season. I scored twice in one game in Denmark – both penalties – and had scored in Europe for
Manchester United, versus Rotor Volgograd. But how often had it happened? Not very. Not
compared to the number of times I went into the opposition box.I did not go into Bayern’s box
with the idea of scoring or being the hero. I was just trying to throw something different into the
mix for Bayern to cope with. David was even waiting for me; he knew I was coming up, the whole
team did. Trying my luck in the opposition area, late on as we chased a goal, was simply part of
my game, part of our game. It was just another risk-mode ploy, an extra button to press, a
different play to enter into the equation.When the corner came in, I made for the area where
David was always most likely to land it. I am not the greatest header of the ball, my instinctive
timing is to arrive underneath it so I can reach my hands up and claim it. Pretty much every



header I ever connected with, I mistimed. And so it was at that corner. Play the video and you will
see I made a wonderful leap . . . wonderful if the requirement had been to catch the ball. I got
completely under it, making faint contact with the top of my head, but that did not matter. What
mattered was the chaos I created.Three Bayern players tried to challenge me: Babbel, Jens
Jeremies and Thomas Linke. All their orderly and disciplined marking went out of the window as
three Germans were sucked towards the big, blond, green-shirted figure who, so illogically, was
invading their box. Three men challenging me meant three of our players would be left free and
one was Yorkey. He mistimed an attempt to play the ball back across the goalmouth and Michael
Tarnat cleared but, off balance, he made a skewed connection. From the edge of the box Ryan
miscued his shot. It pinballed to Teddy – another who Bayern left unmarked – and Teddy scuffed
it in.So, what we had was one good corner kick, one mistimed goalie’s header, Yorkey off
balance, Tarnat off balance, a crappy shot, then a scruffy finish. Add all that up and it amounts to
one thing: chaos. Chaos is what risk mode is about creating. Bayern were devasted. You saw it
all over their faces. I remember Becks, after his red card in the 1998 World Cup, saying to the
press, ‘It’s only football; it’s not the most important thing in life.’ Well, David was a young man
then and I think he was very wrong.Because if you are any kind of winner, when you are in the
thick of competing for something, football is the most important thing in your life; it has to be, you
have to make it that way. In Fergie’s post-match interview at the Nou Camp he says that claiming
the trophy is the greatest moment of his life. Fergie, who has three sons and several
grandchildren. When things go the other way, therefore, it is the opposite – you feel it is the worst
moment of your life and there is nothing, absolutely nothing, to comfort you. That is what Bayern
were suddenly facing, the possibility that, having been in control the whole final, having hit the
post and bar, they might suddenly throw it all away. We saw men in a daze.Once in risk mode,
you do not hit the off button. You stay with it until the job is done. You could liken us to hunters:
when we got the smell of blood, we just moved on and on and on and on until we killed. There
was no thought of sitting back and waiting for extra time. Ole won another corner and trotted into
their box. David delivered again and the chaos we created for the first goal still had Bayern
gripped. They were all over the place. Tarnat was on the post but standing up, leaning on it, like a
man waiting for a bus – what was that about? They allowed Teddy a clean header and Ole’s
golden leg did the rest. Kahn did not even react to the ball going into his net. He looked still in
shock from the first goal.My first instinct was to charge upfield again and join the celebrations,
but I stopped myself. If I ran all the way there, I would have to sprint all the way back and
suddenly we were only seconds away from winning the Champions League. Manchester United
did not need their goalkeeper with his pulse going at 180 if there was one last attack to defend.
Instead, following a random impulse, I did a flip-flop, famously caught on TV when, through a
miracle of good judgement, the broadcast director cut to me, but as soon as that was over my
stomach was in knots.From the moment I got back to my box after Teddy equalised, I had been
more nervous than ever in my life. I was thinking, It’s extra time, golden goal. I cannot be the one
to make a mistake and give it away. I had been taking deep breaths and still trying to compose



myself when Ole scored. Nerves, in matches, were very unusual for me, but this was terrifying.
And now, at 2–1, with a few seconds still to play as Bayern prepared to take their kick-off, I had
all these nasty thoughts: Don’t shoot, Christ don’t shoot, I’m in no state to save the ball. Those
few seconds felt like hours. Then Pierluigi Collina blew. Bloody hell. What had just happened?
What just happened?Then came a second feeling. Yeah . . . but what did people expect? We are
Manchester United. Coming back when all seems lost: this is who we are, this is what we do.We
had arrived in Barcelona on an unbeaten run that stretched back to December, bouncing from
challenge to challenge and overcoming it, a game every 4.6 days. We had been doing this stuff
since that Sheffield Wednesday match in ’93.‘They never give in. That’s what won it,’ said the
manager in his flash interview, following his immortal line of ‘Football, bloody hell!’The other
thing he said was in response to ITV’s reporter, Gary Newbon, who praised him for throwing me
forward for the corner where we equalised. ‘I didn’t send him. He went up on his own. But
anyway . . .’ Fergie replied.What happened at the Nou Camp, of course, was beyond scriptable.
Yet when it did happen, it felt so fitting: the perfect way to win, given our journey to that point. In
the run-up to the final there had been this thought I could not shake out of my head, that we
would be playing on 26 May, on what would have been Sir Matt Busby’s ninetieth birthday.
Before he died in 1994, I got to know the great man and understand how much living to see
Manchester United reclaim the English title meant to him. Reconquering Europe, against a team
from Munich, on Sir Matt’s ninetieth birthday, felt so perfectly fitting too.Me? The last bit of
handling I did as Manchester United’s goalkeeper involved receiving the European Cup from
Lennart Johansson and – with Fergie holding the other ear – raising that big, old, beautiful trophy
to the sky. Roy’s suspension meant that ever since the semi-final against Juventus five weeks
earlier, I had known I would be captain and that triumphal moment was a possibility. But never
once had I tried to imagine it. Building up to the game, I had not allowed myself a single thought
along the lines of My last United game, how will the journey finish? What will this final involve for
me?That is not how our minds worked in that remarkable team. What happened after Collina’s
whistle? What was touching the trophy actually like? What was in my mind when I sprinted over
to jump on Teddy, when I lifted Raimond van der Gouw in the air, as we goofed about before the
presentation? Honestly – I have no idea.I am blank. Sometimes elite sport is described as like
being in a pressure cooker – well, you know what happens when you take the lid off a pressure
cooker, all the steam escapes. There is nothing left. My memories of what happened after full
time are not my own; all of them are recreated from other people’s photographs and stories, from
the TV footage, the newspaper articles and well-known anecdotes. Even the victory party in the
Hotel Arts Barcelona that night is something of which I only have vague, vague memories.
Except for one thing: Fergie and Martin Edwards scrambling to get me to sign a new contract
and stay.That is a story for later.There is one thing I do have clear recall of from the period in
between the full-time whistle and leaving the Nou Camp, disbelieving and elated, on the team
bus. And that is my son, Kasper, and Teddy’s son, Charlie, just materialising in our dressing
room.Kasper was supposed to leave the stadium with his sister and mother on one of the official



buses. That is how they do things at big UEFA and FIFA games: details like transport for those
with special tickets, like players’ family members, are organised with military precision. You
arrive and depart on a specific bus, where you have a specific seat allocated to you, which
leaves at a specific time, from a specific place and goes to a specific destination. This was the
era just before mobile phones became commonplace and so while having our boys turn up and
join the dressing-room celebrations was absolutely special, unexpected and unforgettable for
me and Teddy, it was also a bit of a worry.These boys were not on their bus: did their mothers
know where they were? How could we even contact them to say they were safe?We grabbed
some club officials, who relayed the message on and on and on until word finally got to their
mums. We sorted a lift for the boys to get back to their hotel. Only later did we ask the biggest
question of all: how on earth did they even get to the dressing room in the first place?This was a
stadium of 90,000. There was pandemonium. There were also very strict UEFA rules which
meant that different parts of the Nou Camp were considered different ‘zones’ and to get into
each specific zone you needed specific accreditation. Kasper didn’t speak Spanish and nor did
Charlie. They had no money. Yet the lads blagged their way through checkpoint after checkpoint
after checkpoint – until they reached the dressing room.They could have been two boys from
anywhere, but then again maybe not. Because have you ever seen them? Apparently, with every
security guard they met, they simply pointed to their faces and said, ‘Look, my father is Teddy
Sheringham, look, look, my father is Peter Schmeichel.’2Tolek the spyThe resemblance between
me and my father is also strong, although height: that was something I got from my mother.
When I ask the why – why me, why did a little boy from Gladsaxe grow up to do something
extraordinary? – maybe I should start with a dad who was far from ordinary himself.While other
children on our estate had standard Danish parents, with standard nine-to-five jobs, my father
was Polish and his shifts as a musician started when the restaurants at the Tivoli Gardens
opened at seven in the evening and finished when Copenhagen’s bars emptied at five in the
morning. More than that, he had another line of work – though it was not something anyone in
the family knew about until much later. You see, my father was a spy.To be precise, a double
agent.His name was Antoni. Antoni Aleksander Schmeichel, though my mum called him Tolek
and that was also how he was known on stage. Poles like nicknames and boys christened Antoni
usually grow up being known as Tolek or Antek. Tolek means ‘gift from God’.Not that Dad was
religious. Despite growing up in a Catholic environment in Pomerania, north central Poland, he
became an atheist and would often remark, ‘If there was a God and he was as good as they
claim he is, I would not have had to endure what I had from such an early age!’ Could you blame
him? His childhood was ripped away at an age when children are just starting school. My dad
had demons because of what he suffered.He was born in the late summer of 1933 in
Wąbrzeźno, a town of 10,000 traditionally known for farming and brewing, which was part of the
German Empire until being handed back to Poland after the First World War. We are not sure
where the name Schmeichel comes from, but it does sound Germanic. Dad had two sisters,
Malgorzata, who was older, and Helena, who was younger, and a brother, Julian, the youngest



of the kids. My father’s father, Julian Maks, was a musician and his mother, Anna, was a
homemaker – well, until the war.When the Nazis invaded Poland, the first thing they did was
attack the Free City of Danzig, now Gdańsk. This was on 1 September 1939. Anna was heavily
pregnant with my uncle, Julian, and Julian Maks found himself on the frontline, having been
among the thousands of Poles to enlist in their national army as tensions with Germany rose. He
was an ordinary soldier, serving in Danzig, and a bomb from a Nazi battleship landed on his
barracks, leaving him very badly injured. The next day, when the family tried to see him in
hospital, it had been emptied. There was nobody there. No doctors, no nurses, no patients.They
never saw his body. There was never a funeral and no official confirmation ever came that he
was dead, although his wounds had been so severe, there seemed little doubt. So, that was my
grandfather: killed by the first shots of the Second World War. My dad’s sixth birthday was in the
same week he died.Nothing could be the same. Anna joined a Polish resistance movement
formed by young Christians called Sword and Plough. In December, Julian was born. Pomerania
was occupied by the Nazis and the arrests and deportations – to concentration camps – of Poles
and Jews began.For my father, the end of the war proved as traumatic as the start. In January
1945, the Red Army rolled in to ‘liberate’ Poland – but really to take it over. The Russians
rounded up masses of Poles, those considered a threat to their rule, and these included
anybody who had worked for the resistance. In front of my father, his brother and his sisters,
Anna was dragged from their house and bundled away by soldiers. Dad never saw her again. He
was eleven.What exactly happened to his parents, especially his mum, was one of the big
questions of my father’s life; a heavy backpack of hurt that he always carried around. He made
many attempts to trace Anna and, over the years, many theories became taken as facts. Initially,
and for a very long time, the family assumed Anna had been deported to Siberia, but when my
older sister, Kathrine, was in college she read a study about the Katyn massacre which
suggested new evidence connected to mass graves discovered in a forest in western Russia
during the 1940s.Thousands of bodies had been found there, thought to belong to Polish army
officers, but this study, called the ‘Katyn Mystery’, suggested that the remains of many ordinary
Polish civilians were dumped there too. The theory was that these included the normal men and
women who the Russians branded ‘traitors’ and made disappear in 1945 – among them former
members of the Polish resistance. My dad began believing that this is where Anna lay.It was only
much later – when he was an old man, nearing the end of his own time on this earth – that Dad
learned the truth about what had become of his mother. Only then was he able to start forgiving
her. He had always felt that, by helping the resistance, however brave that was, she had placed
not just her own life but her children’s lives at risk and paid the consequences. Another thing my
dad carried around with him was anger. It never took much for it to erupt. What happened with
his mother, I think, was at the root.After her disappearance, he and his siblings went to live in
nearby Chełmża with his mother’s parents and he adored them, especially his grandfather,
Boleslaw – my middle name. Boleslaw had served as a chaplain in the Polish cavalry before
civilian life, in which he had two occupations. One was as a janitor for a social insurance



company. The other was as a musician.Boleslaw played in a brass band and was also a talented
violinist who made a bit of money on the side playing at parties and events. My dad absolutely
idolised him; his grandad became his companion and inspiration. Before long he would join
Boleslaw in performances, the pair of them walking the streets of Chełmża and country roads
around the little town – sometimes five, six, seven, eight miles at a time – to get to their
performances. Dad, a boy of eleven or twelve, was accompanist, playing the accordion.He liked
sport and boxed, rode speedway and ran the 3000 metres for a local sports club called LZS
Ostaszów. He tried football too, playing in the backyard, but was never any good. Music was his
true passion and as soon as he was old enough he enrolled in the state music school in the
nearby city of Toruń. The French horn was his main instrument, but he got in a fight – I’m sure it
was over a girl – and he was kicked in the mouth, losing most of his teeth and the embouchure
needed to play brass and woodwind. He switched to piano and channelled his talent there. Back
in Chełmża he formed a successful band, the White Cats.Then came a gig that changed his life
and made mine possible. He took a job in a circus orchestra and ended up in Sopot, a seaside
resort on the Baltic sandwiched between Gdańsk and Gdynia. It has the longest wooden pier in
Europe and was a famous Polish entertainment spot. In the late 1950s, when he arrived, there
was a big bohemian scene which he threw himself into, playing in jazz ensembles and hanging
out with actors, directors and musicians at Spatif, a nightspot of local legend.He played in
orchestras at the Bim-Bom Student Theatre and Coastal Theatre, and in the summer of 1959 a
sensation came to the latter, a production of a new play called A Taste of Honey, written by a
young Englishwoman called Shelagh Delaney. Tickets were gold dust and one day my father
was standing at the stage door, with a couple in his hand, waiting to give them out to some
friends he had arranged to meet. A pretty girl approached and asked if she could buy one,
because the box office was sold out. This girl was taller than him and spoke in German but
turned out to be a Dane. She was a ship’s nurse: my mother, of course. Inger Stovring was her
name.My mum is a trouper and as remarkable as my father, in her way. When she was
seventeen, her own mother died giving birth to my youngest aunt. Her father, a carpenter,
married their housekeeper.This brought a whole lot of religion into the equation. My mum’s
stepmother was a God-fearing woman who wanted a strict Christian upbringing for her
stepdaughters, but Mum was not having that. She rebelled. As soon as she was able to, she left
the family home in Thisted, which is on a fjord right up in the north-west of Denmark, and moved
to Copenhagen, where she had been born. She qualified as a nurse and made it her career.A
job came up on an ocean liner. She has always been an adventurous sort. The ship was called
MS Batory and sailed the Gdynia–America line, on which Copenhagen was a stop-off on
voyages from Poland to Montreal. Copenhagen was where she embarked and
disembarked.Mainly, her role involved being a nanny for children of the passengers, most of
whom were either emigrating or emigrants returning from North America to Poland. She was
also used as an interpreter, for as well as Danish, she spoke good German and English.She
worked on the Batory for a year or so and became very curious about what Poland was like. At



the end of one crossing she asked if, instead of getting off at Copenhagen, she could stay on
board until Gdynia, but these were Cold War times and without the right permissions and
paperwork it was impossible, she was told. When the boat reached Denmark she disembarked
and returned to her apartment.Why she changed her mind, she never knew, but an instinct
made her have second thoughts and go back to the docks. The Batory was still there and she
sneaked aboard, returning to her usual cabin. She was only discovered halfway through the
crossing to Gdynia and her presence caused an almighty stir. With no visa, she would be risking
trouble in Poland, but she didn’t care.In Thisted, a quiet, sometimes boring town, what had kept
her going were the arts. The headmaster at her school started a choir which became her
passion. She loved music, performance and the theatre. So it was natural that when she stepped
off the boat at Gdynia, she headed straight to nearby Sopot, with its famous scene. There, she
learned A Taste of Honey was the must-see show, but she just could not score a ticket. That
was, until she spied a good-looking young musician, at the stage door, with tickets in his
hand.My dad was part of the ensemble playing musical accompaniment to the production.
Apparently the first thing my mum asked him, after persuading him to part with a ticket, was if
she could see backstage. She had always been curious about what went on behind the scenes
at a play. He said he would show her some time and they agreed to meet up when he next had a
break between performances. Their rendezvous was at the Golden Street Café, the most well-
known restaurant in town. That was their first date, and for a few days they hung out, enjoying
each other’s company. Falling in love. Soon it was time for my mum to return to Denmark, but a
few months later she came back to see him – and on her second visit to Poland, they decided to
get married.The wedding was on 16 February 1961, in Sopot, in a small ceremony attended by a
dozen or so people, mostly his theatre mates. He was twenty-seven, she was twenty-six. Being a
foreigner, my mother could only remain in Poland for a short while every visit. Her longest stay
was for six months, until a temporary visa ran out. After returning to Copenhagen that time, she
decided she no longer fancied going back and forth to Poland. There was a baby on the way –
Kathrine – and Denmark was where Mum wanted to raise her family.Something I take from her is
a tendency towards firm decisions and she made one then: my dad would just have to get
himself to her country, though she had no real idea how hard that was going to be, nor how
much pressure he was already coming under from the Polish authorities. The secret police knew
all about his relationship with a Westerner, of course, and one of its operatives had been paying
him menacing visits. Major Groszek – my dad never forgot his name.Once, this guy had given
him a piece of paper to sign. It was effectively a contract that would commit my dad to becoming
a police informer. He refused, but the visits, the questions, the pressure on him kept coming. Out
of nowhere, he received a call saying he was going to be conscripted to join the army – even
though he was beyond conscription age. Still, despite the squeeze on him, he refused to spy.He
thought my mum might be able to get him to Denmark on the Batory but realised the secret
police were keeping tabs on him and abandoned the idea. In the end it became inevitable. His
only way out of the country was by cooperating with Polish intelligence. They sent him to



Warsaw for training courses in spying, which included techniques for how to operate undercover
in a foreign environment. They gave him a list of contacts and finally deemed him ready. You can
go to Copenhagen, they said, but you must spy on the Danes.He took a train to Copenhagen via
Berlin. It was his first time outside of Poland and he had to cross Berlin to change trains. Walking
to his next station he felt paranoid, like he was being watched. He passed by a section of the
Berlin Wall being built. Seeing it made him scared and brought home the realities of the Cold
War. On his train to Denmark he made a decision – whatever the consequences, there was no
way he was going to become an agent in the West.In Copenhagen, he asked directions to the
nearest police station and turned himself in. The Danish police had no idea what to do with him,
except throw him in the cells. This was 5 September 1961, his twenty-eighth birthday. After a few
days there was a visitor, someone from Danish intelligence, and the deal was this: he could join
his wife, but would have to become a double agent. He protested but, in the end, had no choice.
Anyway, what, really, was there to report? Poland spying on Denmark? Denmark spying on
Poland? Whatever ‘intelligence’ there was to gather – or pretend to gather – would be very low-
level stuff.There are a lot of things I will never know. As kids, none of us had any idea about our
dad’s double life, and though my mother was aware of what he was up to, she was not privy to
the details. I do remember, as time went on, my father beginning to make visits to the Polish
embassy and I now know it was to report whatever insignificant things he reported.But as much
as he could, he stayed away from anything to do with his homeland. He went off the radar for
Poland. Poland could not exist for him, when I was growing up. It is the reason that neither I nor
my three sisters can speak Polish – which is a great shame – and why none of us really have a
relationship with Poland. We were raised very much to be Danes. That is how it had to
be.Occasionally, Polish visitors stayed with us, including my uncle Julian, who was an incredible
worker. He would come over to Denmark for the summer circus season. His talent was putting up
marquees and nobody could work as long or as quickly as him. But the Poles in our midst
seemed aliens to us kids: they were noisy, we couldn’t understand their language, they liked to
drink. Dad did not make too great an effort to connect us with them. And even in later life, when
my father started going back to his homeland and grew to love it again, he remained very
reluctant to put anything down on paper or even tell stories about his past.In January 1962,
Kathrine arrived. I followed, born in Copenhagen on 18 November 1963. Margrethe, my middle
sister, came along in September 1965. What none of us knew was that we were not Danish. Our
official citizenship was Polish and it took until November 1971 for my father to successfully
complete the long process of having our status changed. I have the paperwork and it includes a
certificate from the Polish embassy, dated three days before my eighth birthday, which states
that Piotrowi Boleslawowi Schmeichel is no longer a Pole but now a Dane. We joke with our
youngest sister, Hanne, born in August 1972, that she is the only one of us who is 100 per cent
Dane.Home until I was seven was Buddinge, a suburb in the north-west of Copenhagen. When
my dad came to Denmark he had to learn the language (he and my mother communicated in
German initially) and he never lost his way of speaking Danish with a heavy accent. Mum was a



senior nurse at the State University Hospital, seven days on, seven days off, her shifts running
from 4 p.m. until midnight, when she was in charge of four wards. My father found work as a
pianist and played at a fine-dining restaurant in Tivoli Gardens in the centre of Copenhagen
called Nimb.He would start on the piano while diners were eating their meals and then, when it
was time for dancing, switch to the organ. He played a beautiful Hammond B3. The season at
Tivoli began on 1 May and continued until 15 September and he spent seventeen summers
entertaining people there, tinkling the keys every evening from seven until eleven, without a
single day off. Usually, after my football training, I went to my mother’s ward for a lift home after
her shift, but sometimes I took the bus to Tivoli and sat in the corner at Nimb, watching him play.
At eleven he would take me home. That stopped when he took a second job, as pianist at a
nightclub called Altoria. Then, he would have to rush from Nimb across town to the club and
perform until five in the morning. It was a tough life for him. He played at Altoria six nights a week
and Nimb seven evenings a week. His daytimes were for catching up on sleep.There were other
gigs. In 1970 we moved to Høje-Gladsaxe, a new high-rise development on the edge of the city.
The estate had two shopping centres, one housing a pub with function rooms and a nightclub
which was open every night. The Danish state broadcaster was based nearby and the club was
frequented by all these guys who were heavy drinkers. My father played there. He also had stints
playing in the shopping-centre concourses and in other communal areas in the development,
which were soulless gigs for a quality pianist but made him a local mini-celebrity. My overriding
memory is simply that he always seemed to be working, grafting, and he was often tired and
sometimes irritable as a result. The hours he kept meant I could go days without really seeing
him. My mum’s work was exhausting too and her shift patterns meant that some weeks I saw
very little of her.Reflection happens when you get older. You look at your kids and consider in
which ways you have influenced them. Then you look back at what you got from your own
parents, the traits and values. One thing that seems obvious is the sheer effort my mum and dad
put in to make ends meet with four children. Their sacrifices seem scarcely believable. I have
always been a grafter myself; hard work allowed my talent to fly. Another thing I maybe take from
them is being unconventional. Living ordinarily? I never have. I think back to Saturdays as a kid.
Just as my friends were settling down with their parents for an evening of family television, we
only had our mother for company every second weekend, and I cannot remember a single
Saturday when my dad was there. One Saturday in two, when my mum was on hospital shifts,
we sat alone, three little kids, Kathrine in charge.That wasn’t as bad as it sounds – and we were
happy. We received the same love and care our friends did – it is just that we had to grow up with
a little more independence than them. Home always felt a safe environment and there was
always music in the house. Dad wanted us to play instruments, though he lacked the patience to
be a good teacher. He was a little too forceful, too unforgiving, and his painstaking approach to
practice did not suit an instinctive, impatient son like me. Nevertheless, today I play the piano,
guitar, drums and sing. Music is a pillar of my life: my father’s gift to me.I knew he was quite
good. More than quite good. Jazz was his true passion and not long before the illness he



suffered at the end of his life, I took him to a jazz house in Copenhagen to see Lee Konitz, his
favourite saxophonist. It was awful – so I thought. But Dad, oh my God, he enjoyed it so much.
For his seventy-fifth birthday I gave him his own private jazz concert and hired a guy,
recommended by my sister, who became a friend – the pianist and drummer Carsten Dahl.
Carsten, who turned out to be a massive Brøndby fan, put together a trio and their playing was
sensational, my dad was so happy. Then after six songs Carsten stood up and said, ‘Hey, Tolek,
the piano is yours.’ No, no, said Dad. ‘Oh, go on.’And so my father sat down on the stool and
started playing ‘Autumn Leaves’, the Joseph Kosma jazz standard. The falling leaves drift by my
window/The autumn leaves of red and gold. Carsten looked at me and I looked at him with
expressions that said, ‘Wow.’ I could not believe how well my dad played. He had not practised
for so long. There was only one other time I saw him play in public with others and it was just as
precious. In 1986, we were out celebrating my parents’ silver wedding anniversary at Nezer’s
piano bar in Copenhagen and Dad was once more encouraged to get up on stage and perform.
Once again, he was so, so good. I was incredibly proud that he could play like that.He could be a
funny guy. When the Manchester Evening News interviewed my mother before the 1999
Champions League final, he hopped on the piano and played a comic rendition of ‘Rule
Britannia’ in the background as she talked to the journalist by phone. Dad loved his football and
claimed Manchester United was always his team – he loved my bedroom wall – but his grip on
the mechanics of the sport was not always strong.My Gladsaxe-Hero youth team once played a
big cup semi-final against a club called KB (which became FC Copenhagen), who had this
brilliant kid called Michael Laudrup playing up front for them. The game was at KB’s ground and
at half-time we were sitting on the pitch, receiving our instructions from the coach, when my
father strolled over with a bottle of Coca-Cola and interrupted the team talk. Just talked over our
coach. ‘Boys, would any of you like a Coke?’ He spoke in his thick accent, which of course was
comical to some of the boys. It was just naivety, but my team-mates took the mickey out of me for
a good while afterwards and even now, forty-plus years later, when I get together with old
Gladsaxe-Hero friends, they refer to That Time With Your Dad and the Coke.The real story of his
life spilled out of my dad, quite suddenly and unexpectedly, when we were taking a stroll in 2009.
I was with him in Berlin on a cold October day. We were there because I was hosting Danish
television coverage of the opening bout of the Super Six World Boxing Classic: Arthur Abraham
versus Jermain Taylor. The promoter, Kalle Sauerland, a friend of mine, knew Dad was a boxing
fan and gave me two front-row seats so I could bring him along.Dad and I had a few days in
Berlin and our walk that day took us near the central railway station. Dad said, out of the blue, ‘All
this has changed . . .’ It was then that he started telling me the whole story of his flight from
Poland, of stepping off the train full of worry, his spying assignment, seeing the wall being built,
his arrival in Denmark. We had never talked so openly. It was an unforgettable moment of
bonding between father and son.Even on that day, almost fifty years after his journey out of
Poland, he was still paranoid that somebody might be watching him. That fear, created by his
early years and by the pressure the Polish authorities put on him after meeting my mother,



remained ingrained. His process of reconnecting with Poland began in the 1980s when Lech
Wałęsa and the Solidarity movement signalled the country was changing, and once communism
ended, his journeys home to visit his brother, sisters and other family became regular.There
were two or three such trips a year and he made sure everyone in the neighbourhood knew
when one was coming up. Everything people didn’t need – old bikes, old prams, nappies, even
Zimmer frames – he would load in his VW van and he’d set off for Toruń or Gdańsk. In his later
years, his visits were more mini-breaks with my mother. He loved the Polish markets, scouring
them for old musical instruments, becoming a collector. When he died, he left us with more than
thirty old violins, one from the 17th century, and a couple of double basses. My mum, sisters and
I are not quite sure what to do with them.He passed away on 7 May 2019, aged almost eighty-
six, and I think he was at peace. Before his death, he had put the mystery of what happened to
his mother more or less to bed. The strangest thing happened. On a visit to Toruń, my father was
in a bakery and bumped into a man who recognised him. ‘Were you Anna Schmeichel’s son?’ he
asked. He went on to tell my father that a relative had survived a concentration camp outside
Moscow and had written the family a letter, describing incarceration there.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing memories. As a United fan, this brings back so many memories
for me & helped relive some of the great times watching United in their pomp with “The Great
Dane” in goal.It’s good to read some of the stores of certain incidents & games & also read
about his family & career after football.”

matt moore, “Truly amazing man ! Amazing book. Having not only watched the great man play at
Trafford but reading this book has made appreciate him so much more not only has a hero from
Manchester united but has a father and I highly recommend this book to any true red devil fan or
anyone who'd appreciate this legend”

John Evans, “The friendly giant. I liked how much of a family man he was,didn't like that he
played for man city but life moves on .I would recommend this book to any Manchester United
fan or up and coming goalkeeper for advice . I choose this rating because he was strong in is
decisions wouldn't be pushed around loved his children and wouldn't see them hurt .”

Marilyn C, “One:My Autibiography. I cannot give a personal view of this book as it was a gift for
my son on his birthday.”

The book by Peter Schmeichel has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 436 people have provided feedback.
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